
LICK CREEK NATURE CENTER
YAUPON LOOP
GUIDED NATURE HIKE

13600 Rock Prairie Road
College Station, TX 77845

TRAILS CLOSE AT DUSK. 
PARK CURFEW IS 1-5 A.M.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: 
The self-guided nature hike brochure information
was put together by our knowledgeable docents. 

For more information about becoming a Lick Creek 
Park Docent, please contact us at 979.764.6216 or 

stop by the Lick Creek Park Nature Center.

Take this self-guided nature hike brochure and follow the blue markers on our designated nature trail 
to help identify the di�erent trees and plants. Once finished, please place the brochure back in the 

drop box for other visitors to use. This will help reduce paper waste and keep our park free from litter.

Enjoy your hike! Please report any sightings or questions to the Lick Creek Nature Center sta�. 
We love to hear about your adventures!

979.764.6216 • CSTX.GOV/LICKCREEK
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1. Post Oak Savannah - Lick Creek Park 
lies in Texas’ Post Oak Savannah 
Ecoregion. Before settlement, this area 
was a predominantly open, native, 
grassland prairie with the occasional 
post oak tree dotting the landscape. 
This small opening covered with Little 
Bluestem grass gives a narrow glimpse 
of what the area once would have 
looked like.

2. Yaupon – The namesake of the trail. 
Probably the most versatile evergreen in 
Texas, Yaupon can thrive under almost 
any condition. In the wild, as seen here, 
it will form a dense thicket. During the 
autumn months, look for the 
ornamental, red berries – a favorite of 
many birds.

3. Mexican Plum – This small tree likes 
to grow on the edge of open woodlands, 
and will be found as single specimens. 
They do not cluster or form thickets. 
And as typical with fruit trees, the 
Mexican Plum will have fragrant, white 
flowers in the early spring.

4. American Beautyberry – Certainly 
the American Beautyberry draws the 
most attention on the trail due to its 
abundance and its strikingly beautiful 
magenta berries. Some of the chemicals 
in its leaves have been tested for their 
mosquito repellant properties.

5. Hickory – What you see as leaves on 
this Hickory tree are actually leaflets – 
with each set forming one compound 
leaf. The nuts of the tree are edible but 
bitter. The hickory is known for its 
strong wood and the flavor the wood 
gives foods when smoked.

11. Willow Oak – The Willow Oak gets its 
name from its longer lance-shaped leaves 
which are similar in appearance to those of 
a willow tree. But the similarities end there 
– it is all oak. Its acorns are a valuable food 
source to many species of wildlife.

12. Post Oak with Resurrection Ferns – 
Post Oaks dominate the tree population 
on the trail, but this one (and some others 
on the trail) stands out. Under wet 
conditions, the limbs above burst to life 
with Resurrection Ferns which lie dormant 
during drier periods. A member of the 
white oak family, deer prefer the acorns 
from this group of trees due to their lower 
tannin levels. Tannic acid gives the acorns a 
bitter taste.

13. Flameleaf Sumac –At the edge of this 
clearing, there are half a dozen small 
Flameleaf Sumac trees. Their name is 
attributed to the deep red color of their 
compound leaves in the fall. These trees 
are not the poison sumac which is related 
to poison ivy and poison oak.

14. Cedar Elm – At this point on the trail, 
one is surrounded by Cedar Elm trees. 
Through its toughness and adaptability, 
this native elm tree has the greatest range 
throughout the state. Its leaves are much 
smaller than the oak trees, having a rough 
surface and serrated edges.

15. Eastern Red Cedar – Even though it is 
called a cedar, the Eastern Red Cedar is 
actually a juniper. Known for its wood’s 
many uses – from Christmas trees to 
fences to furniture; its pale blue berries 
are a favorite food source for many birds 
and small mammals. The younger 
specimens have a typical pyramid shape.

YAUPON LOOP is a .79 mile trail positioned in the northeast corner of Lick Creek Park populated with 
native trees, bushes, grasses, and a few invasive species. The predominant trees on the loop are oak and elm, 
with a few hickory, cedar, sumac, farkleberry, and the occasional hawthorn. Reflecting the landscape of its 
surroundings, Yaupon Loop is a relatively flat trail dropping only 12 feet at the point where it crosses a small 
tributary of Lick Creek (at .40 miles), before returning to its starting elevation at the Nature Center.

6. Water Oak – As one might guess, 
these trees like growing near water. In 
comparison to the post oak, the 
Water Oak’s bark is much smoother 
to the touch. The shape of its leaves 
can vary depending on its age and 
growing conditions. On some water 
oaks, you may notice white, lichen 
bands growing around the trunks of 
the trees.

7. Parsley Hawthorn – A beautiful 
tree with white flowers and red 
stamens when it blooms in the spring, 
the Parsley Hawthorn is easily 
recognizable by its parsley-shaped 
leaves. This is one of only a few 
specimens on the trail.

8. Mossy Banks – As you cross the 
small stream (possibly dry during the 
summer), notice the moss growing on 
the banks. They are sometimes home 
to the only carnivorous plant in the 
park – the Dwarf Sundew (about the 
size of an acorn).

9. Farkleberry – Farkleberry bushes 
(sometimes called huckleberry or 
sparkleberry) have leathery leaves; 
and put on white bell-shaped flowers, 
followed by small black berries. This 
particular tree is surrounded by 
forked blue curls – a member of the 
mint family.

10. Blackjack Oak – The Blackjack 
Oak often grows among, and is similar 
in appearance to the post oak; but it is 
di�erentiated by its large, bell-shaped 
leaves with three lobes. As with other 
red oaks, its acorns take two years to 
mature and ripen.


